Abstract-This paper presents a new hybrid linear equation solver for quadratic placement. The new solver is a combination of stochastic solver and iterative solver: it is proven in this paper that an approximate LDL factorization can be obtained from random walks, and used as a preconditioner for conjugate gradient solver. Testing on real-life placement benchmarks shows a speedup of up to 7.1 times over traditional Incomplete Cholesky preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (ICCG).
I. INTRODUCTION
Placement is a critical and computationally intensive step during the VLSI design cycle that must handle instances of large size. The most widely used approaches fall into several different paradigms: quadratic placement [6] [10] [18] [19] , simulated annealing [16] , and partitioning-based placement [4] . Of these, quadratic placement, also referred to as analytical or force-directed placement, has emerged as a very popular method, and is the focus of this paper. The essential idea is to define a set of attractive and repulsive forces between the modules, and to iteratively find an equilibrium point that corresponds to the optimal placement. Each iterative step involves the minimization of a cost function, whose components typically include an indirect measure of wire length, plus factors such as congestion, overlap, or timing, and requires the solution of a large set of linear equations to compute new locations for modules/cells. The set of linear equations can be written as Ax = b, where A is a square matrix that is typically symmetric and positive definite, b is a given vector based on the cost function, and x is the vector of new coordinates of modules/cells to be computed. The most widely used solver in placers is the Incomplete Cholesky Factorization preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (ICCG) [3] [11] [15] method: examples of state-of-the-art quadratic placers that use ICCG or its variants include [18] and [19] .
In this paper, we propose a hybrid linear equation solver, which combines stochastic solvers [7] [14] and iterative solvers, and performs favorably when compared with existing approaches. We prove that an incomplete LDL factorization of A can be obtained from the stochastic solution process of [14] , and that it can be used as the preconditioner for preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG). We argue that the obtained incomplete LDL factors have better quality, i.e., better accuracy-size tradeoffs, than the incomplete Cholesky factor obtained by a traditional method, and we test the proposed solver on real-life placement matrices to support this claim.
II. FRAMEWORK OF THE HYBRID SOLVER

A. The Random Walk Game
This section briefly describes the stochastic portion of the solver, and more details can be found in [14] . For clarity of presentation, the discussion in this paper is limited to R-matrices defined as follows.
Definition 1: Matrix A is said to be an R-matrix if it satisfies these four properties: [17] .
[14] defines a random walk "game" as follows. Given a finite undirected connected graph representing a street map, a walker starts from one of the nodes, and goes to one of the adjacent nodes every day with a certain probability. The walker pays an amount of money, mi at node i, to a motel for lodging everyday, until he/she reaches one of the homes, which are a subset of the nodes. Then the journey is complete and he/she will be rewarded a certain amount of money, m0. The problem is to determine the gain function:
These gain values satisfy the following linear equations [14] :
where pi,j is the transition probability of going from node i to node j, and note that j can be a home node. Thus a random walk game is mapped onto a system of linear equations. Conversely, it can be verified that given Ax = b, where A is an R-matrix, we can always construct a random walk game that is mathematically equivalent, in which the set of f values is equal to the solution vector x.
To find the i th entry of x, one may run a number of walks from node i and take the average of the results. To get the complete solution, one may repeat the process for every entry of x. This, however, is not the most efficient way, and [14] proposed two speedup techniques, which will play an important role in our theory: 1) Every calculated node becomes a new home in the game with an award amount equal to its calculated f value. 2) To facilitate re-solves with different right-hand-side vectors, a record is set up for each node in the game. The record for node i keeps a count of the locations where awards are received at the end of each walk started from node i (they possibly include the original home nodes and the new home nodes created by the first speedup technique), and the number of stays at a particular motel during all the walks from node i. If the righthand-side vector b changes while matrix A remains the same, only the award amounts and motel prices have changed, and we can assume that the walker receives awards at the very same locations and pays for the very same motels. Using the journey information from the record, new solutions can be computed efficiently without running any extra walks.
B. The Sequential Monte Carlo Method
A second basis for our approach is the sequential Monte Carlo method, which was initiated in [13] and was developed in [7] [8] .
Let x be an approximate solution to Ax = b found by a stochastic solver, such as that in the previous subsection. Define:
It is easy to verify the following relation:
The idea is to iteratively solve (4) using the stochastic solver. In each iteration, an approximate y is computed and then used to correct the current solution x . The algorithm can be written as follows.
Algorithm 1: Sequential Monte Carlo algorithm:
Stochastic solve Ay = r j , find y j 5)
x j+1 = x j + y j
C. An Initial Hybrid Solver
We now combine the techniques from the previous two subsections and realize their full potential. With the bookkeeping technique from the end of Section II-A, we only need random walks in the initial solve of Algorithm 1, and we can use the record to solve Ay = r j without a single extra walk. This results in Algorithm 2. Note that this is only an initial prototype algorithm.
Algorithm 2: An initial hybrid algorithm:
Apply record on Ay = r j , find y j 5)
x j+1 = x j + y j The calculations that are used to apply the record are purely linear operations. Therefore, for the approximate solution of Ay = r j , the overall effect can be written as a matrix-vector multiplication:
where T is a square matrix that represents the process of applying the record of random walks. The matrix T has a special structure that we will discuss in the next section. Thus the computation during one iteration of Algorithm 2 can be represented as follows:
Equation (6) is in exactly the same form as a preconditioned GaussJacobi iterative solver, where the preconditioner is T . In other words, Algorithm 2 is an iterative solver with a preconditioner built by an stochastic solver, and thus we call it a hybrid solver. Again, this is only a first cut at the hybrid approach. To generalize the approach, the iterative part does not have to be Gauss-Jacobi and potentially can be any iterative solver. We will prove in the next section that an incomplete LDL factorization (definition to follow) can be obtained from random walks, and can be used to precondition CG.
III. PROOF OF INCOMPLETE FACTORIZATION
The complete LDL factorization of a symmetric and positive definite matrix A is a slight variation of the Cholesky factorization, and is defined as A = LDL T where L is a lower triangular matrix with all diagonal entries being 1, and D is a diagonal matrix with all
and the non-zero pattern of L is a subset of that of L. We now examine the details of the record created by the bookkeeping technique in Section II-A, and prove that it provides an incomplete LDL factorization of matrix A.
A. The Approximate Factorization
Suppose the dimension of matrix A is N , and its i th row corresponds to node i in the game, i = 1, 2, · · · , N. Without loss of generality, let us assume that in the stochastic solve, the order in which we solve the nodes is the same as the index order. Therefore, when we are solving node k, the nodes {1, 2, · · · , k − 1} are already solved and they now serve as home nodes where a random walk ends. The awards for reaching nodes {1, 2, [14] . Now, if W k walks are carried out from node k, we get:
where M k,i is the number of walks from node k that end at node i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k − 1}, and J k,i is the number of times that walks commencing at node k pass the motel at node i ∈ {k, k +1, · · · , N}. Note that the awards received at the original home nodes are ignored since m0 = 0. Moving the M k,i terms to the left side, we obtain:
The above equation can be written in matrix form:
where Y and Z are two square matrices of dimension N :
Obviously Y is a lower triangular matrix with unit diagonal entries, Z is a upper triangular matrix, and their entries are independent of b. Once Y and Z are built, given any b, one can apply equation (9) and find x efficiently. The matrix T defined in (5) is simply Y −1 Z.
From equation (9), we have:
Since the vector x in the above equation is an approximate solution to the original equation set Ax = b, it follows that:
Because the inverse of an upper triangular matrix, Z −1 , is also upper triangular, equation (12) is in the form of a "UL factorization" of A.
The following definition and lemma present a simple relation between UL factorization and the common LU factorization.
Definition 2: The operator rev(·) is defined on square matrices as follows: given matrix A of dimension N , B = rev(A) is also a square matrix of dimension N , and satisfies:
Let A = LU be the LU factorization of a square matrix A, then rev(A) = rev(L)rev(U ) is true and is the UL factorization of rev(A).
The proof is omitted. Applying Lemma 1 on (12), we obtain:
Since A is an R-matrix and is symmetric, rev(A) must be also symmetric, and we can take the transpose of both sides, and have:
The above equation has the form of a Doolittle LU factorization: matrix (rev(Y )) T is lower triangular and have unit diagonal values;
T is upper triangular.
Lemma 2:
The Doolittle LU factorization of a matrix is unique. The proof is omitted. Let the Doolittle LU factorization of rev(A) be rev(A) = L rev(A) U rev(A) , and its LDL factorization be
T . Since equation (14) is an approximate LU factorization of rev(A), while the exact LU factorization is unique, it must be true that:
Note that, the above two equations only tell us that from the matrix Y built by random walks, we can obtain an approximate factor L rev(A) . We have yet to prove that the non-zero pattern of (rev(Y ))
T is a subset of that of L rev(A) . The proof is omitted here, and is based on the combination of established theory on the structure of LU factors [2] [5] [9] , equation (10), and the fact that intermediate nodes of a walk from node k must be in the set {k, k + 1, · · · , N}. This and equation (15) give rise to the following lemma.
Lemma 3: (rev(Y ))
T is the L factor of an incomplete LDL factorization of matrix rev(A).
B. The Diagonal Component
To evaluate the approximate D matrix, we take the transpose of both sides of equation (16), and get:
Lemma 4: For a non-singular square matrix A,
The proof is omitted. Applying the lemma on (17), we have:
Recall that rev(Z) and L rev(A) are both lower triangular, that L rev(A) has unit diagonal entries, and that D rev(A) is a diagonal matrix, the {i, i} diagonal entry in the above equation is simply:
Applying Definition 2 and equation (10), we finally have the equation for computing the approximate D factor, given as follows:
Definition 3: The operator rev(·) is defined on vectors as follows: given vector x of length N , y = rev(x) is also a vector of length N , and satisfies: yi = xN+1−i, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}.
It is easy to verify that the equation set Ax = b is equivalent to rev(A)rev(x) = rev(b).
By now, we have collected the necessary pieces of the proposed hybrid solver, and it is summarized as in the pseudocode below:
Algorithm 3: The final hybrid solver: 1) Precondition 2) Run random walks, build matrix Y and find diagonal entries of Z, using equation (10).
3)
Build L rev(A) using equation (15).
4)
Build D rev(A) using equation (20). 5) Given b, solve 6)
Convert Ax = b to rev(A)rev(x) = rev(b).
7)
Apply ICCG on rev(A)rev(x) = rev(b) with the
C. Stopping Criterion
In this subsection, we look at the accuracy control of random walks, which must be independent of the right-hand-side vector b. We define a stopping criterion on a value that is a function of only matrix A, as follows. Let H k = E [length of a walk from node k], let H k be the average length of the W k walks, and the stopping criterion is:
where ∆ is a relative error margin, and α is a confidence level, e.g. α = 0.99. Practically, this criterion is checked by the inequality:
where V ar k is the variance of the lengths of the W k walks, and Q is the standard normal complementary cumulative distribution function. Thus, W k is decided on the fly, and random walks are run from node k until condition (21) is satisfied.
D. Random walks versus ILUT
In this section, we argue that the incomplete LDL factorization produced by random walks has better quality than traditional incomplete Cholesky factor B. In other words, if matrices Y and B have the same number of non-zero entries, and given the same target accuracy requirement, we expect the hybrid solver to converge with fewer iterations than a traditional ICCG preconditioned by BB T −1 . Existing techniques perform Gaussian elimination on A, and use a specific strategy to drop insignificant entries during the process. Such a strategy can be pattern-based, such as ILU(0), or value based, such as ILUT, or a combination of multiple criteria [15] . Our argument is based on the fact that, in traditional Gaussian-elimination-based methods, the operations of eliminating different nodes are correlated and the error introduced at an earlier node gets propagated to a later node, while in random walks, the operation on a node is totally independent from other nodes. Let us use ILUT as an example. Given a symmetric matrix A of dimension N , the matrix graph G is defined as a undirected graph with N nodes {1, 2, · · · , N} such that an edge exists between two nodes i = j if and only if Ai,j = 0. Figure 1 illustrates one step in complete Gaussian elimination: removing one node from the matrix graph, and creating a clique among its neighbours. The new edges correspond to fills added to the remaining matrix; at the same time, five non-zero values are written into the L factor. Suppose in the process of eliminating node a, ILUT decides that the new edge between nodes b1 and b2 corresponds to a below-threshold entry, then that entry is dropped from the remaining matrix, and that edge is removed from the remaining graph. Later when the algorithm reaches the stage of eliminating node b1, because of that missing edge, no edge is created from b2 to the neighbors of b1, and thus more edges are missing, and this new batch of missing edges will then affect later computations accordingly. Therefore, an error introduced at an early node gets propagated throughout the ILUT process. On one hand, this leads to the sparsity of B, which is desirable; on the other hand, there is no control over error accumulation, and later columns of B can deviate from the exact Cholesky factor by an amount that is greater than the planned threshold of ILUT.
The hybrid solver does not suffer from this problem. When we run random walks from node k and collect the M k,i values to build the k th row of matrix Y , we only know that the nodes {1, 2, · · · , k − 1} are homes, and this is the only information needed. If for some reason a mistake is made, and the k th row of matrix Y is of lower quality, this error does not affect other rows at all; every row is responsible for its own accuracy, given by equation (21). In summary, because of the absence of error accumulation, we expect the hybrid solver to outperform traditional ICCG.
IV. APPLICATION IN QUADRATIC PLACEMENT
In quadratic placement, the cost of a two-pin net that connects module i and module j is typically defined as [6] [10][18] [19] :
where w is the weight of the net, (xi, yi) and (xj, yj) are the coordinates of the two modules i and j. The net weight w depends on the optimization goal, for example, it can be a function of timing criticality [10] . The overall cost function of the placement is the sum of the net costs, and is typically in the following form.
where x and y are the vectors of unknown x-coordinates and ycoordinates of the modules, Q is a square matrix, dx and dy are two given vectors. The cost function is minimized by solving the following two sets of linear equations.
By examining contribution of the cost of each net to matrix Q, it can be verified that Q satisfies the first three conditions of an R-matrix. The fourth condition translates to the requirement that in every connected component of a circuit design, at least one module must be connected to an I/O pin, which is generally true. Thus, Q is an R-matrix, and the proposed hybrid solver can be applied on (24).
A placement flow involves solving (24) repeatedly, typically with different dx and dy vectors, which contain not only contributions from net costs, but also cost of overlapping modules, congestion or timing criticality, depending on the placement algorithm. Matrix Q may also change during the placement, for example, due to adding friction [19] , in which case the preconditioning part of the hybrid solver needs to run again and update the LDL factorization.
V. RESULTS
In this section, we use real-life placement matrices to evaluate the proposed hybrid solver. Computations are carried out on a Linux workstation with a 2.8GHz Intel CPU. The first set of benchmarks, Table I , are matrices generated by an industrial placement tool for real-life circuits. One actual right-hand-side vector instance is also available for each of them. The second set are the ISPD02 benchmarks [1] and their matrices are generated by the Waterloo placer [19] before the initial placement, and hence contain only connectivity component from the original netlists. A right-hand-side vector with all entries being 1 is used with each of them in the tests shown in Table II . Due to space limitations, only half of each set (the largest matrices) is shown.
In Table I and Table II , we compare the hybrid solver against ICCG with ILU(0) and ICCG with ILUT. The complexity metric is the number of double-precision multiplications needed at the iterative solving stage for the equation set Ax = b, in order to converge with an error tolerance of 10 −6 , defined as:
LASPack [12] is used for ICCG with ILU(0). MATLAB is used for ICCG with ILUT. Approximate minimum degree ordering (AMD) [2] gives the best performance among available ordering options, and is used for all MATLAB tests. The dropping threshold of ILUT in MATLAB is tuned, and the setting of the hybrid solver is adjusted, such that the sizes of the Cholesky factors produced by both methods are similar, i.e., the C values in the tables are close. For LASPack and MATLAB, the M 1 values are computed from the following equation.
According to the PCG pseudo codes in [3] and [15] , the above equation is the best possible implementation. The M 1 values of the hybrid solver is obtained by a embedded detailed count, and in fact equation (26) is roughly true for the hybrid solver as well.
In Table I , the hybrid solver shows up to 8.4 times speedup over ICCG with ILU(0), and up to 7.1 times speedup over ICCG with ILUT. In Table II , the hybrid solver is also at least 2 times faster than ICCG for any matrix with over 1e5 dimension. It is worth noting that m1-m5 are larger and denser than the ISPD02 matrices, and there is a trend that the larger and denser a matrix is, the more the hybrid solver outperforms ICCG. This is consistent with Section III-D: when the matrix is larger and denser, the effect of error accumulation in traditional methods becomes stronger.
Physical runtimes T 1 and T 2 are also included. T 1 is only 3 to 5 times T 2, and is a relatively low overhead: this makes the hybrid solver preferable even if the equation set is only solved once.
In Table III , the hybrid solver is embedded into the Waterloo placement tool version 1.1 [19] , and the new runtimes on the ISPD02 benchmarks are compared with the original runtimes. The replaced original solver is BICGSTAB preconditioned by ILU(0) with reverse Cuthill-McKee ordering (RCM) [5] . The results suggest 5%-10% runtime reduction. The speedup is not as dramatic as in Table I and  Table II , because solving linear equations is not the dominant portion of the runtime of this placer. Circuit ibm18 is not included because the placer has certain stability issue. Another purpose of Table III is to show that the hybrid solver is fully capable of supporting a placement tool. For example, for ibm17, the hybrid solver performs preconditioning on 94 different left-hand-size matrices, and solves each matrix with on average 14 different right-hand-side vectors. Note that most of these matrices takes less runtime than the original ibm17 matrix used in Table II , due to internal processing of the placer. Ckt ibm10 ibm11 ibm12 ibm13 ibm14 ibm15 ibm16 ibm17 
